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This paper is a continuation of the authors' (Raghavarao, D. and Rajinder 
Singh [1972]) previous article "Applications of PBIB designs in cluster sampling" 
and aims at showing the applications of GRA, EGRA, Hypercubic, EGD, GD m-associute 
designs iri drawing samples from finite populations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
While samples can be randomly drawn from populations by using Balanced In-
complete Block (BIB) designs and certain PBIB designs, a controlled selection of 
the population units could be made and the estimates obtained therein are identi-
cal to the classical estimators (cf. Chakrabarti [1963], Raghavarao and R. Singh 
[1972]). BIB designs are also helpful in eliciting information on delicate ques-
tions from the respondents as described by Raghavarao and Federer [1973]. The 
use of designs is expected to throw more light on finite sampling and in this paper 
we discuss the applications of higher associate class Partially Balanced Incomplete 
Block (PBIB) designs in multidimensional cluster sampling. 
;, ... ' 
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The familiarity of design and sampling concepts on the part of the reader is 
assumed. We follow the notation and definitions of designs as given in Chapter 8 
of Raghavarao [1971]. 
While one and two-dimensional cluster sampling is discussed in the literature 
(cf. Des Raj [1968]), the study of drawing samples from three and higher dimen-
sional clusters in the population has not drawn attention so far. This problem 
can be effectively solved by using PBIB designs with higher associate classes. 
Due to the non-availability of material on sampling from multi-dimensional clus-
tered populations, our methods cannot be compared with other methods. However, 
some comparison of our methods with known methods of deep stratification will be 
made in the last section of this paper. 
2. SOME GENERAL RmULTS 
Let theN population units be divided into v clusters. Let the ith cluster 
v 
contain Mi population units (i=l,2,•••,v). Clearly, ~ M. = N. Let Y~t be the 
i=l ~ .... 
response of the tth unit of the ith cluster. Let 
(2.1) 
Mi 
yi· = I yit' y 
t=l 
v 
= LYi·' yi = Yi/Mi' 
i=l 
Let an m-associate class scheme exist on v symbols and let there exist a 
PBIB design with parameters v,b,r,k, h1,~,···,~. We identify the symbols of 
·- - 3 ... 
the design with the v clusters. To draw a sample of size n , we proceed in two 
steps. In the first stage, we select a set of the PBIB design with equal proba-
bility, and if T is the selected set all the clusters ia will be included in the 
sample if and only if ia€T • Then at the second stage, we select a simple random 
sample of ni = ~ / I: Mi units without replacement from the i th selected 
a a i ET a a 
a 
cluster. Further the sampling from different selected clusters will be indepen-
dently made. Let Yi be the sample mean and 
a 
study variable in the i th selected cluster. 
a 
s2 . be the sample variance of the 
w~a 
Let 
(2. 2) 
The following results can then be deduced analogous to the results contained in 
Raghavarao and Rajinder Singh [1972]: 
"' Theorem 2.1. Yp is ~ unbiased estimator of Y •• 
Theorem 2. 2. If Bt3 denotes the ~ of cluster sizes of the clusters in the 
t3th set of the design and if Pi denotes the ~of Bt3's 
ith symbol occurs, then 
v P. =~{I(;-
i=l 
(2.3) 
r) M.s2 • + 
~ w~ 
for the sets in which the 
-----== 
v 
r ~ y:;; L ~· 
i=l 
where Aij is the ~of Y's for all jth associates of the i th symbol, and V( ·) 
denotes the variance of the estimator in parenthesis. 
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M. /Mi .. n;J. )· 
v(i ) = Y. ~ ~a\ a a s2 + v(v-k} 
p k ~ n. wi,., k2 i T ~ y . 
a€ a 
h '1. d t th b .,. tim . th d . th b 1 w ere ,.. . . eno es ~ num er 2:._ ~ ~,., ~ ~,.,. sym o s 
J.a' ~a' ""' ""' 
occur together in 
the design. 
3· THREE DIMENSIONAL CLUSTER SAMPLING 
3.1. Three Dimensional Cluster Sampling with Unequal Number of Clusters in 
Different Directions--Use of ~Designs 
Let the N population units be divided into v = N1N2N3 clusters with respect 
to three factors xl'x2;x3 and let the clusters be denoted by i 1, i 2, i 3) where 
th i 1 = 1,2,·•·,N1; i 2 = 1,2,•••,N2; i 3 = 1,2,•••,N3 • Let the (i1,i2,i3) cluster 
contain M. . . population units, so that 
~1~2l.3 E Mi i i = N • il,i2,i3 1 2 3 
th be the measurement of the study variable on the t unit of the 
cluster fort= 1,2,•••,Mi . i • Let 1~2 3 
y 
••• 
Y = Y /N , 
• •• 
Let Y ••• t ~1~2~3 
( . • . )th J.l,J.2,J.3 
.. 5 -
where the usual dot notation is used so that, for example, Y. i = \' Y. . . • 
11· 3 L 111213 
i2 
Let there exist a GRA design with parameters v = N1N2N3,b,r,k,A1(i=l,2,3,4) • 
By following the procedure described in Section 2, we draw our sample and fonn 
the following estimator 
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Applyi!'.g Theorems 2.1, 2. 2 and 2-3, we get the fo11m;ing: 
Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem. 3. s• 
A YGRA ia an unbiased estimator of Y •••• 
th If B denotes the sum of cluster sizes of the elusters in the a 
-a --- --------;......o.;.. 
+ N3(~1-A2-~3 + A4)a~ + N2N3(A2-A4)a~ 
+'N1N3 (A3-A4 )a~ + (r - ~1 )a~;} 
Theorem 3.3. If (i1,i2,i3 ) and (i1',12',i3') occur together in Ai .. 1 ,. ·~, sets, 1].2].3' 1~2 ... 3 
then ~ unbiased estimator V(2GRA) of v(YGRA) is given 'el_ 
v(YGRA) = vk -1 ~ Mi i i (Ml.. l.. l.. - n. . i \._ 71. . L ].1].2 3l1l.1l.2l.3 ( . · · ) T 1 2 3 1 2 3 l.1'l.2'l.3 € 
\' (Mi i i yi i i) (M.,.,i,y.,.,.,) L 1 2 3 1 2 3 l.1l.2 3 11121.3 (i1,i2,i3) ET 
(iJ.,i2,i3) €T 
(il,i2,i3) ~ (ii,i2,i3) 
X ( b A~l i i iIi I i' - y2 k -e) . 
1 2 3' 1 2 3 
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3.2. Three Dimensional Cluster Sampling with Equal Number of Clusters in Different 
Directions~ of Cubic Designs 
We assume similar notation as Subsection 3.1. for population units and popu-
lation par~eters subject to the further restriction that N1 = N2 = N3 = P • 
Let there exist a cubic design with parameters v = p3 , b, r, k, A.(i=l,2,3) • 
J. 
Analogous to the procedure described in Section 2, we draw our s~ple and form 
the estimator 
Then the following holds I 
..... 
Theorem 3.4. Yc is ~unbiased estimator of Y •••• 
Theorem 3. 5. 
Theorem 3.6. 
+ p(~-2A2+A3)(cr~2+cr~3+a~3) 
+ (r-3~+3A2-A3 )a~2~ • 
~ 8 -
~ (Mili2i3yili2i3) (Mi{i2i3yi{i2i3) 
(i1,i2,i3) €T 
(ii,i2,i3) €T 
(il,i2,i3) ~ (ii,i2,i3) 
4. FOUR Dn.mNSIONAL CLUSTER SAMPLDI"G 
In this case, when there are an unequal number o~ clusters in di~~erent direc-
tions, EGRA designs could be used and if the number o~ clusters in di~~erent direc-
tions are the same, hypercubic four-associate class designs could be used. Using 
the notation analogous to the one in Section 3, the estimators, their variances 
and the estimated variances could be deduced from Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. 
5. MULTffiD!ENSIONAL CLUSTER SAMPLING 
EGD designs could be used in multidimensional cluster sampling when the 
clusters in di~ferent directions are unequal. However, due to the large number 
of associate classes we do not recommend their use in 3- or 4-dimensional cluster 
sampling. In problems of more than 4-dimensional cluster sampling, due to the 
non-availability of other designs, EGD designs could be used and the estimator of 
population mean could be obtained and its standard error obtained in a similar 
way as in 3- and 4-dimensional situations. Due to the tediously involved express-
ions, vre do not discuss these results here. 
Hypercubic designs could be used in multidimensional cluster sampling when 
the clusters in different directions are equal in an obvious manner generalizing 
our result in subsection 3· 2. 
. -
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6. USE OF GD m-ASSOCIATE DESIGNS IN DEEP STRATIFICATION 
Let theN population units be divided into v = N1N2••• Nm strata by the method 
of deep stratification, based on m stratification variables. Let the (i1,i2,···,im)th 
stratum contain Mi i •••i population units, so that . . E . Mi i •••i = N • 
1 2 m ~1,~2,···,~m 12 m 
Let Y. . it denote the measurement on the tth unit of the (i1,i2,•••,im)th ~1~2··· m 
stratum. Let 
Y= -Y. • • , Y = Y/N ~1~2···~m 
s~ . i = ~ (Y. . . t - Y. . i )2/ (M. . . -l) ~1 ~2 • • • m t ~1 ~2 • • • ~m ~1 ~2 • • • m ~1 ~2 • " • ~m 
Na+1Na+2 N cr2 = 2: yr; i . y2 ... m 12• • •a 11 2 ••• \:~: ' N N ... N i ,i ,•••,1 1 2 a 1 2 a 
a = 1,2,•••,m 
Let a GD m-associate design with parameters v = N1 ••• Nm' b, r, k, 
A. (i=l,2,•••,m) exist. Let the strata be identified with the v symbols of the 
~ 
GD m-associate design. Then to draw a sample of n units, we first select a set 
of the GD m-associate design -vlith equal probability. If T is the selected set of 
the ,~e.s,ign, then the sample consists of the strata (i1, i 2, • • •, im) if and only if 
(i1,i2,···,im) €T. Then at the second stage, we select a simple random sample 
of ni . . = nM. i . I E M1 . . units without replace-~ ···~ 1 •••1 (' . ) 1 ···~ -1 2 m 12 m ~1,12,···,im ET 12 m 
ment from the (i1,i2, ••• ,im)th selected stratum. Sampling from different strata 
will be made independently. 
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the sample variance of the study variable in the (i1,i2,··•,im)th selected stratum. 
Let 
" -1 
YGD-m = vk ~ M. • i y. . . L J.1J.2• • • m J.1J.2• • • J.m 
f• • i ) ET 
,J.l,J.2, ••• , m 
Then the following can be easily established: 
" Theorem 6.1. YGD-m is ~unbiased estimator of Y • 
Theorem 6. 2. 
p. . . 
( " ) 1 { ~ ( J.lJ.2 • • • J.m ) v YGD-m = v( rk)- L Mi i •• oi ___ _..;.;.. _ _._.;. - r s~li2 ••• im 
. i i 12 m n J.l' 2, ••• , m 
+ N (>..- 'L)a2 + N N (A -A )a2 m ."l-."2 12· • • (m-1) m m-1 2 3 12· • • (m-2) 
+ ••• + N N ••• N (A -A )a2 + (r-~ )a2 L m m-1 2 m-1 m 1 ·"l 12· • .m.f 
Theorem 6. 3. 
"(" ) -1 V YGD-m = vk ~ M. . • L J. J. • ··J. 
(i ,i ,•••i ) €T 1 2 m 1 2 m 
X s~ . . + v(v-k)k-2 J. J. •••J. 12 m 
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7• RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES 
The multidimensional cluster sampling described in this paper is easy to 
adopt. In the absence of more than two-dimensional cluster sampling in the lit-
erature, our estimates cannot be compared with any knot·m estimators in those 
situations. Even different PBIB designs could be used in a given case and com-
parison of different designs is a tedious job as the parameters involved and the 
structure of designs will be different. However,,on a set of artificial data, we 
compared the efficiency of the estimator given by Hansen et al. (See Murthy 
[1967]) in deep stratification and our estimator given by GD design in the 
following example: 
Numerical Example: Let us consider a GD design with parameters v=lO, b=20, 
r=8, k=4, M=5, N=2, ~=0, A2=3 and let the values of the study variable in diff-
erent strata be as follows: 
7, 8, 11, 13, 12 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 
12, 13, 11, 18, 15, 13 3, 1, 4, 6 
15, 14, 12 6, 8, 11, 7, 10 
16, 15, 9 8, 10, 2, 3 
12, 9, 15, 8, 16 4, 7, 10, 14 
Here the population size is 45 and let us agree to have a sample of size 8. 
The required GD design is given on page 141 of Raghavarao [1971]. In the 
example the variance of the estimator given by Hansen et al. is 3774.4, while our 
estimator of Section 6 has variance 1550.87, thereby showing the usefulness of 
our sampling procedure. 
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